TECDIS

TECDIS 2424
All-in-one solution

TECDIS increases your safety while reducing your costs. TECDIS is developed based on
merchant vessels. With the new TECDIS 2424 you can now get the TECDIS experience in a

TECDIS at a glance
TECDIS is a powerful tool for safe and user friendly navigation. Important features are a powerful
route planning tool, Navtex integration, mini-conning, tracks, vetting and weather overlay (optional)
User friendly
TECDIS is developed in close collaboration with its users, ensuring a feature-rich yet highly user
friendly ECDIS. The system allows for multiple chart display setups, and each navigator can tailor
TECDIS to their own use. Experience has shown that the migration to paperless navigation is as
easy as 1-2-3 with TECDIS.

Futureproof
With TECDIS, we update the software continuously, and release software updates free of
charge to all TECDIS users. Software upgrades when a new ECDIS performance standard is issued. This means that your TECDIS
2424 installation can be used with the best
available software throughout the hardware
lifespan.
Best in class
TECDIS is best in class when it comes to
integrating additional content from the chart
suppliers. Services offered include the Jeppesen T&P notice service, Piracy Overlay, Weather Overlay, and Routing. The team behind
TECDIS is also participating in research
projects, developing innovative new features
for safer and greener shipping.
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Painless paperless navigation
With TECDIS 2424 you get the powerful
TECDIS system, only now in one single
unit. Combining the screen and processing unit in one cabinet, now all you have
to accommodate is the 24 inch widesmulti-power supply allows the use of
TECDIS installation with ENC charts,
the vessel can now discard paper
charts.
ENC made easy
Full integration of Jeppesen C-Map
stick and charts means that having
updated charts is easier than ever before. Chart data from different sources is
combined, providing real-time world-wide
FlatFee and Dynamic Licensing, and
You Sail are all available, giving you the
best options for sailing with predictable
costs.

Features of TECDIS 2424

routes
safety depth

Computer with integrated monitor

Approved by DNV according to the latest IMO standards

NavSync service directly on the TECDIS itself.
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